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Gynaecology or gynecology (see spelling differences) is the medical practice dealing with the health of the
female reproductive systems (vagina, uterus, and ovaries) and the breasts.Outside medicine, the term means
"the science of women".Its counterpart is andrology, which deals with medical issues specific to the male
reproductive system.. Almost all modern gynaecologists are also ...
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Neutropenia or neutropaenia is an abnormally low concentration of neutrophils (a type of white blood cell) in
the blood. Neutrophils make up the majority of circulating white blood cells and serve as the primary defense
against infections by destroying bacteria, bacterial fragments and immunoglobulin-bound viruses in the blood.
People with neutropenia are more susceptible to bacterial ...
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Abstract. By extending its euthanasia law to minors in 2014, Belgium has fuelled the international debate on
this issue. In fact, Medicine does not always have something to offer when it comes to a childâ€™s serious
disease.
The Belgian case of euthanasia for children, solution or
For authors interested in submitting a Good Practice Initiative (GPI), please go HERE. If you have any
questions concerning the abstract submission process, please send an email to abstract[at]eahp[dot]eu
Abstract | European Association of Hospital Pharmacists
Here is an unordered list of online medical books available for free download. There are books both for
doctors and patients. The books cover almost all areas of medicine: anatomy, physiology, immunology,
genetics, internal medicine, pediatrics, surgery, military medicine, psychiatry, and more.
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